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Global Financial Crisis Alert:
Extends Temporary
Temporary Suspension
Suspensionof
of Certain
Certain Continued
Alert:NASDAQ
NASDAQ Extends
Listing Requirements
12/23/2008
The Nasdaq
NasdaqStock
StockMarket
MarketLLC
LLC(“Nasdaq”)
(“Nasdaq”)announced
announcedononDecember
December
2008,
that
wouldextend
extendits
itstemporary
temporarysuspension
suspensionofofthe
thecontinued
continuedlisting
listingrequirements
requirementsrelated
related to
to bid price and
18,18,
2008,
that
it itwould
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April
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2009.
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Suspends Listing
2 Nasdaq
Suspends
Listing
Requirements,”2
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suspended
these
listing
requirements
January
16, 3
Requirements,”
initially
these
listing
requirements
untiluntil
January
16, 2009.

2009.3
4 or market
5 deficiencies
As part
part of
of this
this extended
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suspension,
companies
would
be cited
price4
or market
value5
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relating
to listed
the suspension
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companies
would
notnot
be cited
for for
newnew
bid bid
price
value
relating
to listed
sharesshares
duringduring
the suspension
period. period.
Nasdaq intends
Nasdaq
intends
that
the
will be
and that
that Nasdaq
Nasdaqwill
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to determine if
if
that following
following
thesuspension,
suspension, bid price and market value deficiencies will
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determined using
using data starting on April 20, 2009
2009 and
they
regain compliance
complianceduring
duringthe
thetemporary
temporary
they regain
suspension.6
suspension.6
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in the
the hearing
hearing process
processfor
forbid
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priceor
or market
market value
value deficiencies
deficiencies when
when the
the suspension
suspensionoriginally
originallytook
tookeffect
effect in
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October, the
the time periods
For companies
and processes
processeswill
will remain
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withrespect
respectto
to those
those requirements
requirements until
until April 19,
in compliance
compliance periods
periodsprior
prior to
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starting on
on April
April 20, 2009,
2009, will
will
19, 2009.
2009. Companies
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the balance
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thetime
timeofofthe
thesuspension
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if not
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during
suspension.7
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effect
to to
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the the
suspension.
in the process
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that
process
on April
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they in
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into 8
hearing
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when
the suspension
went into
effect.
effect.8
9 Securities
The suspension
suspensionwas
was
initiallyimplemented
implementedtotoprovide
provide
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specific
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temporary
relief
from
price
market
value
requirements
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The
initially
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of of
specific
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price
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market
value
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Securities
covered by the
include:
the suspension
suspension include:
common stock;

preferred stock;
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classes of
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common stock;
stock;

shares
orcertificates
certificates of
of beneficial
beneficial interest
interest of trusts;
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limited
limited partnership
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Nasdaq
believesits
itsactions
actionswill
will “permit
“permit companies
on running
running their
their businesses,
ratherthan
than satisfying
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thatare
arelargely
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their control
control in the
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believes
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notification or be
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delisted in
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Nasdaq
commentedthat
that “[m]arket
“[m]arket conditions
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and,ininfact,
fact, both the number of securities trading
Nasdaq commented
conditions have
have not
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since the
the suspension
suspension began
trading below
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$1 and the number
number of
of securities
securities
12 Nasdaq
trading between
between $1
$1and
and$2
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Nasdaq
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increased.”12
Nasdaq
indicated
it continues
to believe
there
has been
no fundamental
change
the underlying
trading
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increased.”
indicated
that that
it continues
to believe
that that
there
has been
no fundamental
change
in the in
underlying
business model
business
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for many of these companies,
companies, and
and that
that a decline in general investor confidence has
has resulted
resulted in
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pricingfor
for companies
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that otherwise
otherwise remain
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suitable for
prospects
for
continued listing.
listing. Moreover,
commentedthat
that the
the same
sameconditions
conditionscontinue
continueto
tomake
makeitit difficult
difficult for
implement a plan to regain compliance
compliance with
with the
Moreover, Nasdaq
Nasdaq commented
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companies to
to successfully
successfully implement
price
or market
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of publicly
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price or
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Nasdaq’s
proposal, filed
filed with
(SEC),requests
requeststhat
that the
the SEC
SECwaive
waivethe
the30-day
30-dayoperative
operative delay
delay period
period required by
Nasdaq’s proposal,
withthe
theSecurities
Securitiesand
andExchange
Exchange Commission
Commission (SEC),
by Rule
Rule 19b-4 under the
the Securities
Securities
Exchange
Actofof1934,
1934,
Exchange Act
asas
amended.14
amended.14
Mintz Levin will
will continue
continue to
tomonitor
monitordevelopments
developmentsrelating
relatingtotoNasdaq’s
Nasdaq’ssuspension
suspension of these listing
listing requirements,
requirements, updating
updatingGlobal
GlobalFinancial
Financial Crisis
Crisis Central as
as they occur. IfIf you
you have
have
questions regarding this alert,
alert,please
pleasecontact
contactSteve
SteveGanis
Ganisatat(617)
(617)348-1672,
348-1672,Mo
MoCowan
Cowan at
at(617)
(617)348-3003,
348-3003, or
or Megan
Megan Gates at (617) 348-4443.
348-4443.
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